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Chapter 741 

Qin Xiaochen left. 

Compared to when she arrived with a face full of fatigue and a slight frown on her brow, 
Qin Xiao Qian was clearly more relaxed when she was leaving. 

A single Zhuang Chu, bearing the name of the richest man in Southern Jiangsu. 

It was enough to make Qin Xiao Qian’s tactics go nowhere! 

Now that Chen Dong has arrived, she has just seen hope. 

When external forces were crushing the Qin family, they could only rely on external 
forces to solve the problem. 

Zhuge Qing happened to go out and bumped into Qin Xiao Qian. 

The two looked at each other with a nod. 

Zhuge Qing said, “This has been a hard time for you, and things are much easier when 
Mr. Chen himself comes down.” 

“Well, things outside have also been thanks to the Zhuge family’s help these past few 
days.” Qin Xiao Qian said gratefully. 

The Qin family’s affairs had made her very anxious these past few days. 

Because Qin Si’en’s family looked up to Zhuang Chu, it had caused the Qin family’s 
hearts to be floating, and some of the industries were quietly changing. 

If it wasn’t for the Zhuge family being out there and helping Qin Xiao Qian suppress it at 
every turn. 

The situation would have been even more distressing than it is now! 

“It’s just a matter within the division.” Zhuge Qing did not care. 

The Zhuge family had relied on Chen Dong to become the richest man in Western Shu 
and regain the glory of their former family. 

This was not just a favour. 

It was also the first step in the Zhuge Family’s decision to follow the dragon. 



Now that the decision has been made, it is tantamount to stepping into the same boat. If 
they sit on the position of the richest man in Western Shu but stand by with folded arms 
to the Qin family under Chen Dong’s command, what else can they call being a follower 
of the dragon? 

“Hopefully, things will be resolved soon, I’ll leave first, Brother Xiao Qing.” 

Qin Xiao Qian nodded and was about to leave when she was called by Zhuge Qing. 

“What’s wrong?” Qin Xiao Qian looked at Zhuge Qing in consternation, but found that 
Zhuge Qing looked a little odd. 

Zhuge Qing’s lips were mouthing, and he said slowly, “Can you stop calling me Brother 
Xiao Qing, you can call me Brother Qing, adding the word Xiao, it always feels demonic 
and girly.” 

Qin Xiao Qian froze for a moment, then reacted and covered her mouth and laughed 
lightly. 

Looking at Qin Xiao Qian leaving, Zhuge Qing’s eyes shone brightly as he murmured 
softly. 

“Mr. Chen himself, what’s a mere bookmaker worth?” 

In his words, there was absolute confidence in Chen Dong. 

Knock, knock, knock! 

Zhuge Qing turned around and knocked on Chen Dong’s room door. 

Only after receiving Chen Dong’s answer did he enter. 

“You have met Xiao Qian?” 

Chen Dong held his cup of tea and quietly sipped it. 

“Well, I met her, and she is in a much better state than before.” Zhuge Qing nodded his 
head. 

Chen Dong put down his teacup and said thankfully, “Thank you Zhuge family for 
helping Xiao Qian these few days as well.” 

After understanding the causes and consequences of the matter. 

Chen Dong also asked about some other things, and Qin Xiao Qian’s answers, made 
him very satisfied. 



The incident of Zhou Yanqiu riding the wall on both sides at the beginning was 
something that stuck in Chen Dong’s throat even to this day. 

It is also because of this reason that nowadays, in terms of resource allocation, Chen 
Dong is also intentionally more biased towards Zhou Zunlong by a few points. 

Although taking in Zhou Zunlong was forceful suppression. 

However, compared to Zhou Yanqiu’s profoundness, Zhou Zunlong, who has a 
temperamental personality, is obviously better to hold. 

Chen Dong, on the other hand, is now worried about the Zhuge family. 

The richest family in the world, if they still acted as Zhou Yanqiu did, the consequences 
would be unthinkable. 

“There is no need to say thank you, grandfather has taught us, this is all part of what we 
in the Zhuge family should do.” 

Even though the meaning in his words was already extremely obvious, his demeanour 
never wavered. 

Chen Dong raised his eyebrows, “Is there something wrong?” 

Zhuge Qing said, “Grandpa knows that Mr. Chen is arriving today, so he has specially 
set up a banquet at his home and invited Mr. Chen to visit the Zhuge family this 
evening, so that the Zhuge family can receive Mr. Chen.” 

“No need, old sir, it is hard work, but I just want to settle the matter of the Qin family as 
soon as possible on this trip, and I will return home in a day or two, so there is no need 
for such an extravagance.” 

Chen Dong waved his hand and simply declined Zhuge Qing’s invitation. 

Zhuge Qing was stunned. 

He opened his mouth to invite him again, but when he saw how determined Chen Dong 
looked, he held back. 

He nodded, “Then I will go and report back to grandfather.” 

After Zhuge Qing left, Chen Dong shook his head helplessly. 

“I’m worried about the Zhuge family, and the Zhuge family is worried about me, if Xiao 
Ying wasn’t at home, this trip to the banquet would have been made.” 



The Zhuge family’s mind was clear to Chen Dong. 

The repeated invitations were just to enhance mutual friendship. 

Even if it was a superficial friendship, it was better to enhance it than not to enhance it. 

He was worried that the Zhuge family might have different intentions, and the repeated 
invitations from the Zhuge family made it clear to him that the Zhuge family might be 
worried that he might have “different intentions” towards the Zhuge family. 

After understanding this, Chen Dong’s worry about the Zhuge family was alleviated. 

If he hadn’t been worried about Gu Qingying at home, he would have been willing to go 
to the banquet. 

The reason he refused to go to the banquet was because he didn’t want to cause more 
trouble and create more problems. 

…… 

The next day. 

Nine o’clock in the morning. 

Chen Dong’s room door was knocked on. 

Zhuge Qing walked in and said respectfully, “Mr. Chen, the car to the Qin family has 
been arranged.” 

“Mm.” 

Chen Dong had already finished washing up. 

Zhuge Qing pushed Chen Dong and walked towards the outside. 

After getting into the car. 

Zhuge Qing drove and Chen Dong sat in the back row. 

Along the way, the two did not make small talk. 

There was a quiet atmosphere inside the car. 

Compared to Chen Dong who was looking out of the window, he looked bashful and 
relaxed. 



Zhuge Qing, on the other hand, looked a little nervous. 

The eldest son of the richest man in Southern Jiangsu, the future heir of the Zhuang 
family, was no surprise. 

What he represents is the richest man in Southern Jiangsu! 

It was for this reason that in the past few days, although the Zhuge Family had been 
helping Qin Xiao Qian to suppress external problems, they had not dared to interfere 
much with the internal affairs of the Qin Family. 

Once they interfered, they would be faced with the possibility of the Sunan Zhuang 
Family! 

Both are the richest. 

There really is a gap between the two places, Western Shu and Southern Jiangsu! 

Even if the Zhuge family, with its family heritage, could narrow the gap between the 
Zhuge family and the Zhuang family to a smaller gap than that between the Qin family 
and the Zhuang family. 

But in this case, they would never dare to act rashly without complete certainty. 

Meanwhile. 

The Qin family. 

Morning time. 

The Qin family was filled with joy and decorated with lights. 

Early in the morning, the maids were busy on their feet. 

Some of the Qin family members were confused, some were happy, and some were 
embarrassed to be in their rooms, not participating in this sudden happy event. 

The sound of firecrackers resonated through the Qin family. 

The air was filled with the faint smell of gunpowder. 

Qin Xiao Qian was awakened from her sleep early in the morning by the sound of 
firecrackers. 

After washing up, she walked out of the main house with a frown of confusion. 



She was in charge of the Qin family nowadays, and she must be the one to decide on 
such a happy event that would shock everyone in the Qin family. 

But she had never known anything about this morning’s unexplained happy event. 

“What’s going on?” 

Qin Xiaochen asked as she left the courtyard and encountered two servants in a hurry. 

The two servants immediately lowered their heads in fear, not daring to meet Qin Xiao 
Qian’s eyes. 

One of the bold maids was busy responding, “Enlightened Miss Xiao Qian, it was Miss 
Si En who said that she had brought Mr. Zhuang Zhuang to the Qin family for many 
days, and although she had already received a banquet, she had not yet invited all the 
Qin family.” 

“So …… so today then all the outgoing Qin family members will be invited back together 
to see Mr. Zhuang.” 

The words immediately made Qin Xiao Qian’s face gloomy to the extreme. 

This was …… a blatant overstepping of authority! 

It was simply not putting her, the helmsman of the Qin family, in her eyes. 

It was naked disregard! 

Sensing the change in Qin Xiao Qian’s expression, the two maids hurriedly fled in fear 
and trepidation. 

At this very moment. 

A strange laugh suddenly came. 

“Yo! You’re awake so early, Xiao Qian? I informed everyone in the Qin family to come 
back yesterday, and I’m hosting this grand family banquet today, so that they can meet 
my Zhuang Chu, so you can come along too. 

Qin Xiao Qian’s eyes were cold as she looked at the sound. 

Then, silver teeth clenched: “Qin Si’en ……” 

Chapter 742 

Qin Si’en was dressed in a red Chanel gown, with exquisite make-up and a tall figure. 



Her body exudes an enchanting and feminine aura. 

Even if she walks in the crowd, she is still beautiful and stands out from the crowd. 

But the arrogance and recklessness that lingers between her eyebrows at the moment 
is undisguised, which makes her temperament greatly diminished. 

As she walked towards Qin Xiao Qian, the words she had just said were heard by the 
surrounding Qin family and maids, and they all changed their faces and retreated. 

It was clear to everyone that Qin Xiaochen was at the helm of the Qin family now! 

Even if they were not convinced, they would still respect Qin Xiao Qian. 

This was the result of Qin Ye’s fierce reputation in the Qin family. 

Even Qin He Nian, who had a high prestige in the Qin family, had to bow his head and 
obey his eyebrows when facing Qin Xiao Qian. 

And Qin Si’en’s words clearly disregarded Qin Xiao Qian’s majesty and status. 

He was so bossy that he was shouting at her. 

Especially the last sentence, “More people, more chopsticks”, made everyone’s heart 
jump. 

Hosting a family dinner was already an overstep of authority. 

It was already ignoring Qin Xiao Qian. 

And these words were a blatant provocation to Qin Xiao Qian! 

As the three words spat out of Qin Xiao Qian’s mouth, those who were close could even 
feel the awe-inspiring anger and could not help but retreat again in fear. 

Like a proud peacock, Qin Si’en walked up to Qin Xiao Qian. 

She took a glance up and down at Qin Xiao Qian, who was dressed in OL clothes, and 
did not hide the look of disgust on her face: “Go back inside and change your clothes, 
today is a family banquet, you don’t look appropriate in this outfit, you look like an old 
man, don’t let my Zhuang Chu think that our Qin family can’t distinguish the occasion.” 

Qin Si’en, who was wearing ten centimeter high heels, was half a head taller than Qin 
Xiao Qian, and when she spoke, her gaze shifted down and her nostrils were directed at 
Qin Xiao Qian, overbearing. 



And Qin Xiao Qian because of the work, so the high heels selected, the root foot is also 
slightly shorter, at this time the two are facing each other, but there is a kind of fall into 
the feeling of disadvantage. 

In a flash. 

The smell of gunpowder around them was strong. 

It was even more intense than the smell of gunpowder that had filled the air early in the 
morning. 

It was so strong that it sent chills down everyone’s backs. 

“Qin Si’en, have you forgotten who is in charge of this Qin family?” 

Qin Xiao Qian tried desperately to suppress the anger in her heart. 

The scene in front of her eyes was not a lot that had happened in the Qin family in the 
past few days. 

It was only because of the Zhuang family behind Zhuang Chu that she had been holding 
back. 

But today’s family banquet really made her furious. 

To blatantly overstep her authority, this would be enough of a death sentence for any 
one of the Qin family. 

And now, it was Qin Si’en, once a mediocre member of the Qin family, who had done 
such a disobedient thing. 

Is the crow turned into a phoenix so eager to show off its wings? 

“That must be you, who in the Qin family doesn’t know that you and Qin Ye climbed up 
high, joined forces together to bring down the Qin family, got the head of the family 
killed, and then seized power to establish yourself?” 

Qin Si En clasped his hands to his chest, his face full of ridicule and disdain, “What? 
After you and Qin Ye became the head of the family, you didn’t associate with the 
family, I’m now bringing my family Zhuang Chu back and want to call everyone together 
to have a happy family banquet, you, the head of the family, are still not satisfied?” 

Qin Xiao Qian’s face was gloomy to the extreme. 

Anger was churning in her chest. 



The jade hand was even clenched into a fist at this moment. 

The surrounding Qin family members and servants had their jaws dropped. 

My God! 

Was Qin Shi En crazy? 

Was she going to completely turn the tables today? 

“Hosting a family banquet, of course I’m satisfied, but do you know what you’re doing?” 

Qin Xiao Qian’s gaze was cold as she pressed Qin Si En straight on, “Even if 
grandfather were alive and he was the head of the family, do you think you can escape 
death for what you have done today?” 

Among the powerful families, each family has its own method. 

The Chen family is the method of raising compulsions and has a long line of factions. 

The Qin family, on the other hand, is a direct line of blood, a lineage of succession. 

The way Qin Xiao Qian and Qin Si En addressed the deceased Old Master Qin was 
enough to distinguish the two from each other in terms of their status in the Qin family. 

Moreover, the Qin family has always been a one-word house for the head of the family. 

When the head of the family acts, the members of the clan can only obey, not disobey, 
let alone disobey and insult the majesty of the head of the family. 

The same goes for overstepping one’s authority to host a family banquet. 

Even if Elder Qin were alive and Qin Xiao Qian were to host it, perhaps it would only be 
a heavy punishment. 

Whereas Qin Si’en, one of the mediocre clan members, this is a capital offence! 

Snap! 

The words had just fallen. 

Qin Si’en’s flirtatious face steeply surfaced with a fierce and ruthless intent, raising her 
hand and slapping Qin Xiao Qian’s face fiercely. 



“You threaten me? Even if you climbed up to that Chen Dong’s high branch, once that 
father-killing beast Qin Ye had an accident and you became the head of the family, 
would you be able to cover the sky with one hand?” 

A shrill whine echoed through the land. 

“You’ve forgotten your ancestors and sold out your clan for glory, do you really think our 
Qin family will obey you?” 

“How dare you threaten me? I tell you Qin Xiao Qian, I will be a member of the Zhuang 
family in the future, with my family Zhuang Chu around, don’t be cross in front of me, I 
don’t care who you are, you are a dragon that has to be coiled up, a tiger that has to lie 
down, not to mention you, even the Qin family, even that Chen Dong, are not worthy to 
be compared to my family Zhuang Chu!” 

The words were harsh and spicy. 

At this moment. 

The jaws of the people in the audience were staggered, and their jaws were about to 
drop to the ground. 

There were even those who couldn’t believe it, desperately rubbing their eyes and 
drilling their ears fiercely. 

They were afraid that their eyes might have misread or their ears might have misheard. 

When they came back to their senses. 

The way Dao Dao looked at Qin Si’en suddenly became complicated and different. 

There were those who were shocked, those who frowned and sulked, and those whose 
eyes kept shifting between Qin Xiao Qian and Qin Si En, gloating. 

Qin Xiao Qian froze in place, her pretty face filled with anger. 

Her eyebrows were knitted together, and her eyes seemed to be spitting out anger as if 
it were turning into substance. 

This anger was already in her throat! 

She was afraid of Zhuang Chu and was holding back from Qin Si’en at every turn. 

But she was not a ninja turtle, she had three points of fire in the mud, she had been 
oppressed to this extent, if she did not resist, how could she take charge of the Qin 
family? 



However. 

However, at this moment. 

An angry rebuke suddenly sounded. 

“Si En, shut up!” 

Everyone was startled and looked at the voice. 

Qin Henian was now looking terrified and was walking quickly towards this way. 

And beside him were the two servants who had been stopped by Qin Xiaochen earlier 
to ask what was going on. 

But as Qin He-nian walked forward, the two servants cautiously shrank into the crowd. 

Qin He-nian’s steps flew and he even stumbled a little. 

After learning what had happened from the maids, his scalp exploded on the spot. 

Good heavens! 

Had Qin Si’en gone mad? 

He was well aware of Chen Dong’s sleight of hand, and he had even witnessed Chen 
Dong’s ruthlessness. 

In his eyes, Chen Dong and Qin Ye were simply people all the way! 

And Chen Dong had an even higher starting point than Qin Ye! 

That starting point had to make the Qin family look up to him, and was the most 
significant force that would surely kill his father in the first place! 

He had seen everything that had happened to the Qin family in the past few days. 

It was just that he had not paid any attention to it because of his resentment, and he 
was even happy to see this happen today. 

But now, Qin Si’en had strutted to Qin Xiao Qian and shouted in front of him, was this 
an attempt to stir up the sky? 

“Uncle He Nian, you’ve come just in time!” 



As soon as Qin Si’en saw Qin He-nian, instead of tempering her anger, she became 
even more arrogant. She turned her nostrils towards Qin Xiaoqian and said with a face 
full of disdain, “This dead bitch who sells her family for glory, how dare she threaten me 
and my family Zhuang Chu? 
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Chapter 743 

Arrogant, domineering and brutal. 

At this moment, Qin Si’en could no longer be described as overbearing. 

The domineering and rampant nature of his body was so obvious that everyone was 
dumbfounded. 

Qin Henian’s feet were a little weak, and his face was unpleasant to the extreme. 

To correct the Qin family’s morale? 

Even if the Qin family wanted to correct their morale, they wouldn’t be so stupid as to 
use such a deadly tactic! 

This is not correcting the morale, this is a foolish attempt to stab the sky! 

“Qin Si’en, shut up!” 

Qin Henian bellowed angrily, his face suddenly fierce. 

Qin Si’en was dumbfounded on the spot. 

She looked at Qin Henian incredulously with red lips, “Uncle Henian, why are you being 
so mean to me?” 

But Qin Henian ignored Qin Si’en. 

Instead, beads of sweat seeped from his forehead and he said to Qin Xiao Qian with 
trepidation, “Xiao Qian, don’t be angry, Eldest Uncle will handle this matter!” 

The words were flattering and even a little low. 

It was a far cry from Qin Si’en’s outburst. 

Faced with Qin He-nian’s “plea for forgiveness”, Qin Xiao Qian clenched her silver 
teeth, holding back the fire that had risen to her throat, and nodded her head. 



“Uncle He-nian, what are you doing?” 

Qin Si’en’s eyes glared round, looking at Qin He-nian incredulously, “It was this dead 
woman who sold our Qin family together with that father-killing beast Qin Ye, they were 
the ones who forced the head of the family to die, that was your own father!” 

In the face of Qin Si’en’s questioning, the beads of sweat on Qin Henian’s forehead 
grew denser and denser. 

His lips trembled, but he did not know how to retort. 

In terms of reason, what Qin Si’en said was indeed correct. 

But this matter, could reason speak for itself? 

He had personally experienced what had happened to Chen Dong and the Qin family, 
step by step! 

He had even personally carried his father’s body back to the Qin family after his father’s 
death! 

How could he not hate him? 

How could he not be angry? 

He was also waiting for an opportunity to reverse the Qin family’s current situation and 
regain the Qin family! 

But what Qin Si’en was doing at this moment was, in his opinion, as stupid and foolish 
as a pig. 

This was not for the sake of the Qin family at all! 

This was the stupidity of a mediocre person who had climbed to the top of the ladder 
and was desperate to show off his status! 

This is the “raising of the eyebrows” of a long-suppressed ordinary person who is poor 
and rich at first! 

“Uncle Henian, why don’t you say something?” 

Qin Si’en was furious, as if she had mastered the truth and stood on the moral high 
ground: “Are you afraid of her? Don’t worry Uncle He-Nian, she can suppress our Qin 
family with the might of that Chen Dong, we really couldn’t lift our heads before.” 



“At that time, as a member of the Qin family, I also wanted to do my part, but I was 
unable to do so because of my low status, so I could only feel demoralised.” 

Speaking of this, Qin Si’en’s eyes shone brightly. 

“But now it’s different, I have my family Zhuang Chu, he’s the richest man in Southern 
Jiangsu! In the future he’ll inherit his father’s entire family business too!” 

“We don’t have to be afraid of this dead bitch anymore, I, Qin Si’en, can finally do 
something for our Qin family, this dead bitch and that beast Qin Ye can sell their clan for 
glory and have the backing of Chen Dong, our Qin family now has the backing of my 
Zhuang Chu too, that Chen Dong is not even worthy of my Zhuang Chu’s shoes!” 

“Shut up!” 

A voice bellowed. 

But it was not Qin Henian, but Qin Xiao Qian. 

Qin Xiao Qian’s eyes were red as she sternly said, “I can tolerate your insulting me, but 
my brother Qin Ye will not allow you to insult me like this!” 

In the Qin family. 

Step by step, Qin Xiao Qian had seen through the cruel and cold-blooded scene of the 
Qin family, and she had long ago come to regard Qin Ye only as a relative. 

The two siblings relied on each other and supported and encouraged each other in 
order to seek a pitiful warmth in this cold-blooded Qin family. 

Qin Ye is now still lying in hospital. 

How could Qin Xiao Qian not be sad? 

She was immersed in grief every night, and for the first few days she was unable to 
sleep at night, crying under the covers at all times. 

But she kept on holding on. 

She knew that she had to protect the Qin family left behind by Qin Ye’s brother and 
would not allow it to be coveted by anyone. 

She was Qin Ye’s sister, and she would never allow anyone to slander and insult him 
like that! 

“What? That brute even killed his father, so why can’t he say that?” 



Like a proud peacock, Qin Si’en never looked at Qin Xiao Qian directly from the 
beginning to the end, and smiled disdainfully, “Or is that beast now lying in the hospital, 
and you are trying to remind me that the dead are too big to be insulted?” 

Boom! 

A single word was spoken, and the whole room thundered. 

Everyone in the room looked terrified to the extreme. 

Some of them even covered their mouths and almost screamed out! 

The sky has turned, the sky has really turned today! 

Is this family banquet today Qin Si’en’s plan to completely overthrow Qin Xiao Qian? 

Qin Xiaochen and Qin Henian were even more struck by lightning. 

Qin Xiaochen’s rare eyes raged with ruthlessness. 

She was about to take a step forward. 

But Qin Henian’s body was like chaff and he hurriedly took a step to stop between the 
two. 

His gaze was sharp and he gnashed his teeth angrily at Qin Si’en, “Foolish! Ignorant! A 
villain who has no idea of the high ground!” 

His words were sharp and unforgiving. 

One sentence even described Qin Si’en’s state of mind, to the fullest extent. 

What exactly had the Qin family gone through, how terrifying Chen Dong was, and how 
unattainable the Chen family behind Chen Dong really was. 

These had always been confined to the top echelons of the Qin family. 

It had never been revealed to the side clansmen of the Qin family. 

Because of Qin Ye’s strict orders, these matters were taboo in the Qin family! 

And Qin Si’en, before this, was a mediocre member of the Qin family, who could not 
touch these at all. 

Even Qin Henian’s body burned with fear when he heard Qin Si’en say that Chen Dong 
was inferior to Zhuang Chu. 



A toad sitting in a well watching the sky, having a small piece of the sky at the mouth of 
the well, and thinking that he could take in the entire firmament? 

It was ridiculous! 

Qin Si’en’s face turned blue and red as she was rebuked. 

Even the heavy powder could not conceal it. 

She was completely dumbfounded. 

Being reprimanded by Qin Henian in one sentence instantly gave her the feeling of 
being stripped naked in public. 

Shame on you! 

I have my family Zhuang Chu, who are you to humiliate me like this? 

Just as Qin Si’en was about to explode. 

A magnetic voice suddenly sounded. 

“Si En, what’s wrong, I’ve been looking for you everywhere?” 

Hearing this voice, all the anger on Qin Si’en’s face instantly vanished. 

She lifted her chin once again and transformed back into a lofty peacock. 

There was even a flirtatious smile on her face with a lot of style. 

“Zhuang Chu, you’ve come at the right time.” 

Qin Si En twisted her water-snake waist and pounced in a million different ways on the 
handsome, tall man in a suit who was walking in front of her. 

The crowd present had even more complicated expressions. 

Qin Henian was sweating like rain, and his back was wet. 

It was over, how should this day end? 

Qin Si’en, this dead woman, does she really think that my Qin family is being 
suppressed by Qin Ye and Qin Xiao Qian? 

Do you really think that Chen Dong is inferior to Zhuang Chu? 



This is a way to push the Qin family towards the road to the Yellow Spring! 

Qin Xiao Qian’s brows were also knitted tightly, her angry expression suddenly turning 
obscure. 

The original tightly clenched fists were also slowly loosened at this time. 

Want to …… hold back again? 

She did not want to endure. 

But she could not offend Zhuang Chu. 

The Zhuang family, had to be scrupulous! 

In the line of sight, Zhuang Chu’s tall figure was one meter eighty-something, with a suit, 
dignified, and a pair of gold-rimmed glasses, appearing literate and refined with a few 
bookish touches. 

Qin Xiao Qian was full of resentment, but helpless. 

And in full view of all eyes. 

Qin Si’en hated to rub her whole body into Zhuang Chu’s arms, her red lips pressed 
against Zhuang Chu’s ear and whispered a few words. 

Gradually, Zhuang Chu’s handsome face was as gloomy as water. 

Followed closely by. 

He wrapped his arm around Qin Si’en’s water-snake waist and walked up to Qin Xiao 
Qian and Qin Henian. 

Qin Henian tried to turn back in fear. 

But Zhuang Chu raised his hand to signal Qin Henian to move aside, and then coldly 
said to Qin Xiao Qian, “Miss Xiao Qian, I respect your status as the head of the Qin 
family, but Si En is my woman, my unmarried wife, she cannot be humiliated at will, this 
is about the face of our Zhuang family, being from the same gentry, you should know 
how important the face of the gentry is, right?” 

“Now, as the first son of the Zhuang family, I ask you to apologise to my Si En!” 

One word came out. 

Qin Xiaochen’s face changed abruptly. 



Qin Henian’s features were even stretched to the limit. 

Qin Si En, on the other hand, proudly raised her chest, kissed Zhuang Chu on the 
cheek, and said in a charming voice, “Honey, you’re the best, love you!” 

After saying that, Qin Si’en glared at Qin Xiao Qian fiercely as if provoking her, “Still not 
apologizing to me? Is it to force my family Zhuang Chu to be angry?” 

The air around them suddenly froze. 

Everyone held their breath. 

However, just at that moment. 

A servant hurriedly ran over. 

“Report! There’s someone informing outside the government!” 

With a single word, everyone was startled. 

Zhuang Chu glanced at Qin Si’en in confusion, “Si’en, isn’t it a family banquet? You 
know, I’ve been studying abroad and have just returned now, I just want to see your 
family and don’t want to be bothered by too many people because of my Zhuang family 
status.” 

“No, no, it’s really just a family banquet.” Qin Si’en said. 

Everyone was in doubt. 

The only one who was torn and hesitant was Qin Xiao Qian, whose eyes suddenly lit up 
with a different look and a faint smile hung at the corner of her mouth. 

Faced with Zhuang Chu’s gaze, Qin Si’en was a little flustered. 

She hurriedly turned back to the maids and shouted angrily, “Eyeless things, today is a 
family banquet, who is so eyeless, throw me out!” 

And yet. 

The maid did not move a muscle and said fearfully, “It’s Chen Dong!” 
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Boom! 

The servant’s terrified words sounded like a great thunderclap. 



Everyone in the room changed their expressions greatly. 

Even Qin Si’en’s pretty face suddenly turned serious, her pupils tightening. 

Qin Henian’s forehead was sweating like rain, his body was cold, and he was terrified to 
the extreme. 

He looked at Qin Xiaochen without a trace. 

Seeing the faint smile at the corner of Qin Xiaochen’s mouth, with Qin He-nian’s 
experience, he instantly understood. 

It was! 

It must be! 

Si En had been making use of the Zhuang family’s prestige to stir up trouble in the Qin 
family these few days, and it must have been Qin Xiao Qian who had told Chen Dong 
about the situation. 

“Chen Dong?” 

Zhuang Chu frowned slightly and looked at Qin Si’en, “Si’en, is that the person you told 
me about who is wreaking havoc on your Chen family?” 

“Yes it is.” 

Qin Si En nodded flirtatiously and then took Zhuang Chu’s arm, “Our Qin family has 
fallen to this day because of that guy.” 

As she spoke, she raised her finger to point at Qin Xiao Qian: “This dead bitch can be 
so domineering and arrogant, but also because she holds herself up to Chen Dong.” 

Qin Xiao Qian’s eyes flickered for a moment as she met Qin Si En’s finger. 

However, she did not respond. 

Instead, the smile on her face grew thicker and thicker. 

There was no need to respond. 

Dong himself had come down and things were soon over. 

Zhuang Chu swept his gaze across the room and found that everyone had ugly faces 
before his gaze finally fell on Qin Henian’s body. 



At this moment, Qin Henian’s pretence was, in Zhuang Chu’s eyes, like he resented 
Chen Dong and dared not speak out in anger. 

Therefore, Zhuang Chu stepped forward and said to Qin Henian, “Uncle Henian, 
although I have studied and studied abroad since I was a child, I also know that the 
justice of the heavens is clear, the Qin family, as the richest man in Western Shu, has 
fallen to its present state, being held by outsiders, this is simply a disgrace to a powerful 
family!” 

After a pause, Zhuang Chu’s face was full of pride, “Uncle Henian, don’t worry, Si En is 
a member of the Qin family, she will be my wife in the future, so I, Zhuang Chu, and our 
Zhuang family will never stand by and do nothing about the Qin family’s affairs!” 

The words were clear, full of arrogance and confidence. 

But when it fell on Qin Henian’s ears, it had a different taste. 

Qin Henian looked up at Zhuang Chu and said in a deep voice, “Zhuang Chu, you don’t 
know Chen Dong?” 

“No need to know, he must be a dragon among men if he can bring the Qin family down 
to this day, but I, Zhuang Chu, will not put him in my eyes yet.” 

Zhuang Chu waved his hand, with a hint of coldness in his eyes. 

With that, he suddenly turned around and said to the servant who had come to inform 
him, “Today is a family banquet, please ask that gentleman to get lost, if you want to 
come to the Qin family, come back on another day.” 

Boom! 

When the words came out, Qin Henian’s jaws immediately split. 

My God! 

Had he gone mad? 

But he didn’t wait for him to say anything to stop it. 

Qin Si’en had already turned to the servant and shouted angrily, “Are you deaf? I told 
you to tell him to get lost. The Qin family is having a family banquet, why is he an 
outsider coming over here to join in the fun?” 

The servant hesitated. 



Even if they were just servants, they knew that the Qin family’s sky had changed a long 
time ago. 

Even if they were at the bottom and didn’t know what kind of sky the Qin family had 
become, it was clear that the sky of the Qin family nowadays was being crushed by that 
man on the outside! 

“Go ahead and reply as you were told.” 

A teasing voice suddenly rang out. 

The crowd all looked at Qin Xiao Qian in astonishment. 

At this moment, there was no longer any trace of anger on Qin Xiao Qian’s face, 
instead, there was a meaningful smile in its place. 

“Understood.” 

The maid nodded to Qin Xiao Qian, turned around and left. 

This scene caused Qin Si’en’s expression to become extremely unnatural. 

She had worked hard to board back control of the Qin family, but now, a mere servant 
actually ignored her orders and continued to listen to Qin Xiao Qian’s instructions. 

Couldn’t these lackeys tell who was the master? 

Silence. 

There was dead silence all around. 

As the servants left, the gazes that fell on Qin Xiao Qian’s body became incomparably 
complicated. 

Surprise, puzzlement and gloating …… abounded. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to 
the public. 

It was clear to him that the sky was about to be stabbed! 

Qin Xiao Qian’s command was clearly meant to push Qin Si En and Zhuang Chu down 
into the abyss with a heavy hand. 

“Qin Si’en, Zhuang Chu, you have simply gone too far!” 



Qin Henian fiercely gritted his teeth and no longer hid his displeasure towards Qin Si’en 
and Zhuang Chu. 

“Uncle He-nian, what are you talking nonsense about? My Zhuang Chu and I are doing 
it for the good of our Qin family!” 

Qin Si’en looked at Qin Henian with a dismayed expression, “You are worried about that 
Chen Dong, right? Don’t worry Uncle He-Nian, with my family Zhuang Chu, with the 
strength of their Zhuang family, they will definitely be able to let us regain the Qin family, 
that Chen Dong, is nothing!” 

At those words. 

Zhuang Chu also unconsciously pushed his chest up, his face full of arrogant 
confidence. 

To be praised like this by the woman he loved in public. 

Any man would feel doubly happy. 

This was a big deal to save a powerful family, once the richest man in Western Shu! 

“If I can get this done, I will definitely be impressed at my father’s place, and with such a 
feat in place, who in the Qin family will dare to pick up my sharpness in the future? I 
might even be able to absorb the Qin family’s resources into my Zhuang family! What a 
way to kill two birds with one stone!” 

This was the thought in Zhuang Chu’s mind. 

After taking a deep breath, Zhuang Chu followed Qin Si’en’s words and said to Qin 
Henian, “Uncle Henian, Si’en is right, with our Zhuang family around, that Chen Dong, 
even if he is a true dragon above the nine heavens, is not enough to be feared, the truth 
of heaven is clear, this Qin family should have been surnamed Qin, not Chen!” 

The corners of Qin Henian’s mouth trembled, and the blue veins at the corners of his 
eyes were even more prominent, beating furiously one after another. 

He wanted to tell the truth, but now that things had come to this stage, was there any 
room for manoeuvre in telling the truth? 

Obviously not! 

With a heavy sigh, Qin Henian waved his hand, but did not respond to Zhuang Chu and 
Qin Si’en. 



This scene, in Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en’s mind, was clearly Qin Henian’s 
acquiescence to their statement. 

The next second. 

Zhuang Chu turned around and looked at Qin Xiao Qian with a condescending and 
arrogant face. 

“Miss Xiao Qian, if you are truly a member of Qin’s family, I hope that this time, you will 
apologise to Si En.” 

Zhuang Chu’s voice was overwhelmingly arrogant, not putting Qin Xiao Qian in his eyes 
at all: “If you don’t consider yourself a member of the Qin family, so be it, I, Zhuang Chu, 
in the name of the Zhuang family, will make you kneel down and apologize to my family 
Si En.” 

Qin Si’en was full of smugness, her chin tilted slightly, as if she was a victorious 
peacock. 

This kind of prestige was brought to her by the man in front of her! 

It was the same kind of majesty she had been waiting for since she was a child! 

Qin Xiao Qian was silent, the smile on her face gone. 

Even though she knew exactly what was going to happen next, Zhuang Chu’s unruly 
look and contemptuous words still made her feel angry. 

All around her, there was silence. 

Quietly, a suffocating smell of gunpowder permeated the room. 

Meanwhile. 

Outside the Qin family home. 

The servant told Chen Dong about Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en’s words with trepidation. 

After hearing this, instead of jumping up and down, Chen Dong smiled. 

Just that smile. 

Both the maid and Zhuge Qing, who was pushing the wheelchair, felt like a mane and a 
chill ran through their bodies. 

“Are you going to tell me to get lost?” 



Chen Dong looked at the maid. 

There was a poof! 

The servant knelt down directly on the ground, “Mr. Chen, I don’t dare.” 

Chen Dong shook his head and gestured for Zhuge Qing to advance, “Zhuge Qing, let’s 
go together and see how majestic the true dragon of the Zhuang family really is!” 
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Sitting on a wheelchair, Chen Dong was taken by Zhuge Qing’s towards the family 
head’s mansion. 

The terrified and helpless slave led the way with trepidation. 

From the beginning to the end, Chen Dong had a cold smile on his face. 

Behind him was Zhuge Qing, whose handsome and evil face always wore a disdainful 
snicker. 

The Zhuang family? 

Very strong indeed! 

But what was it compared to the Chen family? 

To plunder the once richest man in Western Shu like this, with the intention of seizing 
power, is a big no-no no matter who is involved! 

How much of a delirium has that boy Zhuang Chu been fed to commit such an 
abomination? 

If he had conspired with someone of the Qin family’s former power, such as Qin Henian, 
it might have been justifiable. 

But now, for the sake of a mediocre member of the Qin family, he had come to the Qin 
family to show off his authority against Chen Dong. 

What a fool! 

Thinking of this, Zhuge Qing’s smile grew even bigger. 



Chen Dong raised his head and glanced at Zhuge Qing: “Why are you laughing so 
happily?” 

“Laughing as much as Mr. Chen.” 

Zhuge Qing deflated his mouth, “I was thinking, if Zhuang Chenghai knew that his son 
was doing these things in the Qin family, would he be so angry that he would regret not 
getting it on the wall in the first place?” 

Chen Dong was stunned for a moment, and then he thought back. 

He could not help but laugh dumbly. 

In front of the Qin family’s main residence. 

The atmosphere was morose. 

A crowd of Qin family members and servants all looked at the scene in front of them 
with chills and shock. 

All around them, there was a steady stream of Qin family members and servants. 

The Qin family is a big family, even if it is a cold-blooded family that eats human blood 
and buns, but it is an indisputable fact that the Qin family was in its prime when the 
building collapsed. 

The family was so big that there really wasn’t much of a Qin family. 

What’s more, even after Chen Dong seized control of the Qin family and handed over 
full control to Qin Ye and Qin Xiao Qian. 

Today’s family banquet is a gathering of the Qin family members, not all of whom have 
returned, but 90% of them. 

Now, the banquet has not yet begun. 

But everyone’s attention was focused on the front of the family’s main residence. 

There was a huge crowd of people. 

Even though everyone is deliberately silent. 

But when the words were exchanged, it was inevitable that a dense wave of sound 
would form. 

“Qin Xiao Qian, I’m asking you to apologise!” 



Facing Qin Xiao Qian who was hesitant to move, Zhuang Chu’s expression was cold 
and stern to the extreme. 

The silence and immobility was the greatest insult to him! 

It gave Zhuang Chu a feeling of being ignored! 

Where on earth did a woman who worked as a hawk and dog for a foreigner who had 
seized power over the Qin family get the guts to be so calm? 

Such a person was a disgrace to the gentry! 

Even though he had studied abroad for many years, he still had a clear understanding 
of the shame and disgrace among the gentry! 

If he were an outsider, he would never have bothered with the Qin family. 

But since he had chosen Qin Si’en to push himself and others, there was no reason for 
him to sit back and do nothing about the Qin family’s affairs. 

Qin Xiao Qian remained silent, even though Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en were 
oppressing others with their power and arrogance, she had been holding back. 

She had been holding back for so many days, and now that Dong was outside, there 
was no way she would not be able to hold back. 

Qin Henian, who was sweating and had a dark face, had stopped talking. 

It was as if he treated himself as an outsider, hanging on to things without concern! 

He did have a secret hatred for Chen Dong, Qin Ye and Qin Xiao Qian, and had never 
given up on the idea of restoring the Qin family. 

But he also knew to act within his means. 

In the past few days, Qin Si’en and Zhuang Chu had been causing trouble in the Qin 
family, and he had been turning a blind eye to it because it made him feel better to see 
Qin Xiaochen suffer. 

But now Qin Si’en and Zhuang Chu had taken things to such a state. 

Stupidity to the extreme! 

He had advised when he should, but what could he do if he couldn’t? 



Left and right are watching the show, naturally we have to choose a comfortable 
situation, after all …… watching who is not watching? 

The crowd. 

There is no shortage of people who used to be in charge of the Qin family, but at this 
time all of them are silent. 

They, and Qin Henian were of the same mind! 

“Qin Xiao Qian, what do you mean? Let you apologise to me!” 

Qin Si’en was furious, Qin Xiao Qian’s silence made her entire being explode. 

She had Zhuang Chu backing her up, and with the power of the Zhuang family, she 
could walk across the Qin family. 

Why should she be ignored by a dead bitch? 

Furious to the extreme, Qin Si’en’s silver teeth clenched, a fierce hatred surfaced on her 
face as she took a step forward and raised her hand to fall. 

However. 

“Stop!” 

An angry rebuke suddenly rang out. 

It was like a thunderclap, instantly exploding in the crowd. 

Everyone changed their expressions and looked at the sound in unison. 

A snap! 

Almost simultaneously, a sound suddenly rang out. 

It was not the sound of Qin Si En slapping Qin Xiao Qian, but Qin Xiao Qian raising her 
hand and grabbing Qin Si En’s wrist. 

The sudden resistance. 

It made the furious Qin Si’en not even turn around to see who was actually raging. 

Instead, his face was fierce and he gritted his teeth, “Damned bitch, how dare you stop 
me?” 



Chen Dong, propelled by Zhuge Qing, slowly walked towards the crowd. 

Under the attention of all the people. 

The smile on his face grew stronger and stronger, while his right hand was gently 
rubbing his nose. 

This scene made the crowd’s hearts leap with fear. 

Qin Henian, in particular, had his sweat hairs standing on end and his back was wet 
with cold sweat. 

Such was the occasion. 

It would be strange if the light smile on Chen Dong’s face did not have a different flavour 
when he arrived! 

At the same time. 

Zhuang Chu slowly turned around and looked at Chen Dong who was sitting in a 
wheelchair, and immediately frowned. 

Following closely, his gaze was instead directed towards Zhuge Qing who was behind 
Chen Dong. 

He was not familiar with Chen Dong, but he was definitely familiar with Zhuge Qing. 

In the past few days since he came to Xishu, he had also figured out the current 
situation in Xishu, the richest man had changed his position and the Zhuge family was 
the richest man today. 

Just …… Zhuge family, how could they push a wheelchair for a disabled person? 

What makes Zhuang Chu’s heart tighten is that Zhuge Qing’s demeanor between his 
forward movement, and his mannerisms, also reveals a respect for the person in the 
wheelchair. 

The next second. 

Cold teasing laughter issued from Chen Dong’s mouth. 

“Xiao Qian, fight back!” 

“Good!” 

Snap! 



As Qin Xiao Qian answered, her left hand brought up a whistle and smacked Qin Si 
En’s face brazenly. 

The sound of the slap was crisp and loud. 

Even though Qin Si’en’s face was heavily powdered, there were still clear red and 
swollen fingerprints. 

This slap directly confused Qin Si’en. 

Her beautiful eyes were round and her face was burning with pain, her face full of 
disbelief. 

In the past few days, when she had brought Zhuang Chu back to the Qin family, Qin 
Xiao Qian had been suppressed by her, and she had not put Qin Xiao Qian in her eyes 
at all. 

But now, how did this dead bitch, who only knew how to hold her tongue, fight back? 

Zhuang Chu’s face abruptly flushed with anger, and her fists clenched brazenly. 

“My woman, how dare you hit her?” 

A cold, sullen voice echoed in the crowd’s ears. 

Everyone’s face was sunken, Zhuang Chu’s anger was perceived by everyone. 

And in the past few days at the Qin family, Zhuang Chu’s love for Qin Si’en was evident 
to everyone. 

This slap, although it was on Qin Si’en’s face, was invariably a slap on Zhuang Chu’s 
heart! 

However. 

“How old is your woman? What is there that you don’t dare to hit?” 

Chen Dong leaned against his wheelchair, his aura overwhelming, and waved his hand 
with a face full of disdain, “Xiao Qian, how can one slap be enough to take out your 
anger after being aggrieved? Keep hitting!” 
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Snap! 

Snap! 



Slap! 

Three slaps in quick succession, powerful and loud. 

Qin Xiao Qian’s left hand was as fast as lightning, and in the blink of an eye, she had 
delivered three slaps. 

Qin Si’en, who was already in shock, didn’t even react before both sides of her cheeks 
were already red and swollen and in severe pain. 

The people around her were even more shocked by the sound of the slaps. 

In the past few days, Qin Xiao Qian’s tolerance towards Qin Si’en and Zhuang Chu had 
been obvious to everyone. 

It was an almost bottomless retreat. 

It also allowed some Qin family members to vaguely see the dawn of the restoration of 
the Qin family. 

But now, Qin Xiao Qian’s brazen move was something that made everyone feel as if 
they were being slapped as hard as Qin Si En. 

“Right, that’s what it’s all about.” 

Chen Dong was full of playfulness, his gaze directly swept past the cold and sullen 
Zhuang Chu, and looked directly at Qin Xiao Qian: “Your brother can kill his father, you, 
as a younger sister, should hit back fiercely, if you don’t even have this bit of courage, 
why should you help Brother Dong suppress the Qin family?” 

“Understood, Brother Dong.” 

Qin Xiaochen smiled and nodded her head. 

At this moment, she suddenly felt that all of her previous tolerance was worth it. 

Chen Dong’s words gave her the feeling that all her grievances had been soundly 
vented out. 

It was not because of the three slaps, but because of what was to come and the attitude 
that Chen Dong’s words showed! 

She had been holding back because she was afraid of Zhuang Chu’s status! 

The first son of the richest man in Southern Jiangsu, the future successor of the Zhuang 
family, such an identity was undoubtedly a heavy bomb. 



But now, it is clear that Chen Dong has made his attitude clear. 

He …… had no fear of the Zhuang family! 

What’s more, he has no fear of all the consequences of what happens next. 

Followed closely. 

Chen Dong’s gaze swept across the entire room, and his harsh, knife-like eyes seemed 
to pierce everyone’s body. 

With just one look, it made the hearts of all the Qin family members jump in fear. 

The senior members of the former Qin family even felt a sense of panic under Chen 
Dong’s gaze. 

As the former rulers of the Qin family, they were all aware of how Chen Dong had 
seized control of the Qin family for Qin Ye and Qin Xiao Qian with his overbearing and 
harsh tactics! 

That night, when Qin Henian carried the corpse of the old man back to the Qin family, 
was as vivid as a nightmare to anyone who had seen it. 

The former richest family head had turned into a cold corpse overnight and was carried 
back to the Qin family by his own son. 

This was a disgrace to the Qin family! 

It was also a nightmare for the Qin family! 

What’s more, Chen Dong’s image was like a ghostly god in the hearts of a group of Qin 
family’s former rulers! 

“What do you all think?” 

Chen Dong smiled teasingly and spoke calmly. 

Silence. 

The entire room was silent. 

The sea of hundreds and thousands of people had fallen into a state of silence where 
they could listen to a needle. 

Even if it was a gasp, everyone was trying their best to suppress it. 



Afterwards. 

Chen Dong narrowed his eyes and looked at Zhuang Chu, his voice was steeply cold 
and harsh to the extreme, and even more so, it was endlessly domineering: “Your 
woman, I don’t know how old she is, but my sister, I know she is the boss in the Qin 
family!” 

Zhuang Chu’s fists were clenched tightly, the bruises on the back of his hands 
protruding. 

At this moment, the eyes were even more furious as if they wanted to eat people. 

Chen Dong’s words were like sharp knives and claws, instantly stripping his arrogance 
to the bone! 

“Ah!” 

At this moment, Qin Si En, who had been smacked dumbfounded, finally came back to 
her senses. 

As if she was a mad dog, her features were hideous and she shrilled a harsh whine. 

What’s more, she raised her left hand and swiped it towards Qin Xiao Qian’s face. 

However. 

This time. 

Qin Xiao Qian did not retreat, nor did she meet her face with her face. 

Instead, in full view of everyone. 

A brazen kick. 

Bang! 

Accompanied by Qin Si’en’s miserable cry, she, who had been kicked in the small of her 
stomach, instantly flew backwards and fell heavily at Zhuang Chu’s feet. 

A miserable scream was heard, incomparably harsh. 

Qin Si’en tried to stand up, but her stomach felt like it was twisted into a ball, and the 
pain was unbearable. 

She howled and wailed miserably, “Zhuang Chu, she hit me, do you still want to watch?” 



Chen Dong said indifferently, “Xiao Qian, you are the head of the family, you should 
have executed the family law in public!” 

The words were overbearing and as cold and harsh as frost. 

These words were not just for Qin Xiao Qian’s ears. 

It was addressed to the entire Qin family! 

Qin Ye was still lying in the hospital, and Chen Dong knew that Qin Xiao Qian’s 
character was soft, so it would be difficult to suppress these beasts of the Qin family 
that were harbouring evil intentions. 

Qin Xiao Qian could not suppress them. 

Then he, as an older brother, will personally teach Qin Xiao Qian how to suppress it 
today! 

The law of survival for fierce beasts is only that the weak are stronger than the strong. 

The best way to make the beasts bow down and curb their claws and teeth is to make 
them tremble in fear and not dare to do anything. 

And Qin Si’en is the best chicken to kill to show the monkey! 

If it could be done once and for all, Chen Dong wouldn’t even mind at all if he killed one 
more Zhuang Chu among the chickens for the monkeys! 

This was a decision that he had already made when he came to the Qin family. 

A hint of hesitation flashed in Qin Xiao Qian’s eyes, but as she met Chen Dong’s gaze, 
it abruptly turned into a look of determination. 

She was only soft-natured, but it did not mean that she was not brainy. 

Otherwise, she would not have been able to set up a company at such a young age. 

She knew that Chen Dong was taking this opportunity to establish her prestige in the 
Qin family! 

“Qin Si’en, as a member of the Qin family, yet you are arrogant and domineering, 
disregarding the authority of the family head, provoking the family head, overstepping 
your authority and disobedience, execute the family law today!” 

With the sound of a crime being counted, Qin Xiao Qian instantly walked towards Qin Si 
En. 



Her footsteps were firm and she did not hesitate. 

Her hidden patience was now finally coming to fruition. 

Chen Dong was also deliberately helping her to establish her authority, and she would 
never allow this opportunity to go down in flames. 

This moment. 

In the eyes of the crowd, Qin Xiao Qian’s aura all changed drastically. 

The previous Qin Xiao Qian, who was in charge of the Qin family on behalf of Qin Ye, 
was harsh, but anyone with a clear mind could see that Qin Xiao Qian had always acted 
with room to spare and had always shown mercy to others. 

At this moment, Qin Xiao Qian, who was walking towards Qin Si’en, had an endless 
coldness emanating from her body. 

It was the kind of cold wind that blew out from the depths of the Nine Mysteries, making 
everyone feel cold. 

What’s more, no one would suspect what consequences might befall Qin Si’en next. 

“Zhuang Chu, Zhuang Chu ……” 

Qin Si’en was so frightened that she couldn’t get up due to the severe pain in her 
stomach, but she was clinging to Zhuang Chu’s thighs: “Zhuang Chu, are you still a 
man? Do you just let Chen Dong abet this dead bitch to beat your woman?” 

Boom! 

With a single word, it instantly nailed Zhuang Chu. 

What was the difference between being indifferent when one’s woman was beaten and 
a tortoise kingpin? 

In a flash of lightning. 

Zhuang Chu’s blood was up, he turned around brazenly and roared at Qin Xiao Qian: “I 
am the first son of the richest Zhuang family in Southern Jiangsu, Qin Si En is my 
Zhuang Chu’s woman, you dare to touch her?” 

Bang! 

With the roar, Zhuang Chu kicked Qin Xiao Qian in the stomach. 



Qin Xiao Qian immediately let out a miserable cry, staggered back and crouched on the 
ground, her face turning pig liver-coloured and full of pain. 

This scene instantly made Qin Si’en ecstatic. 

Forcing herself to endure the severe pain, she slowly stood up with Zhuang Chu’s 
assistance and spat at Qin Xiao Qian on the ground with a face full of disdain, before 
turning around and arrogantly barking at Chen Dong. 

“Chen Dong, you are indeed very powerful! But you are far worse than my family 
Zhuang Chu!” 

As Qin Si En shouted. 

Zhuang Chu was also as imposing as a rainbow, pressing towards Chen Dong, his 
words carrying an endless stream of awe-inspiring coldness. 

“Chen Dong, I don’t care who you are, but you will have to give me a strange lie down in 
front of my Sunan Zhuang Family, even if you are a dragon among men, my Sunan 
Zhuang Family is by no means an existence that you can mess with!” 

As the eldest son of the Zhuang family, even though he grew up studying abroad, he 
knew the status and power of the Zhuang family in southern Jiangsu. 

It was an existence that all powerful families could look up to! 

It was knowing this that gave Zhuang Chu endless confidence! 

“Paddy, you’re paralyzed!” 

Chen Dong exploded with a rare foul mouth, “Today, I, Chen Dong, am going to mess 
with your Zhuang family!” 
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A dry, brutal response. 

It was so arrogant and domineering that everyone’s jaws dropped. 

Zhuang Chu even had blue veins bulging out of the corners of his eyes, jumping wildly. 

He had been studying abroad since he was a child and regarded himself as having 
received higher education, but now when faced with Chen Dong’s foul language, he 
froze with a feeling of disgust that stuck in his throat. 



He did not know Chen Dong, but from what he had heard from Qin Si’en, he was at 
least a dragon among men. 

But now that he had witnessed it with his own eyes, he had the feeling of facing a street 
hooligan. 

“This is you seeking death yourself!” 

Zhuang Chu gritted his teeth, and at this moment, looked at Chen Dong as if he was 
looking at a dead man. 

He was extremely confident in his own family’s heritage! 

To be able to dominate the position of the richest man in Southern Jiangsu was a 
manifestation of strength! 

With the degree of economic development in Southern Jiangsu, compared to Western 
Sichuan. 

The two are not at all on the same level. 

The Zhuang and Qin families were able to become the richest, and the opponents they 
had to suppress were not at all on the same level. 

They, the Zhuang family, are an existence that can break into the world’s wealthiest list. 

Whereas the Qin family? 

Not to mention the Qin family in the past, even Chen Dong who had plundered the Qin 
family, he had never seen it on the list of the world’s richest people. 

Anger, raging. 

Zhuang Chu held Qin Si’en in one hand, his back straightened, his entire aura was vast 
and majestic. 

In his eyes, cold light burst out. 

Zhuang Chu said fiercely, “How dare the light of a grain of rice compete with the glory of 
the white moon? Just because you can plunder the Qin family, you think you can 
compete with my Zhuang family? Do you know that even the Chen family, the head of 
the powerful clan, has to worship my father as its guest! Even Chen Daolin, the head of 
the Chen family, and my father exchanged glasses with him and laughed and chatted!” 

The words that came out of his mouth were originally words of endless power and 
status. 



But when they fell on the ears of the crowd, they suddenly changed in taste. 

In an instant, strange eyes fell on Zhuang Chu’s body. 

Qin Henian even raised his hand to cover his eyes, he really didn’t have the eyes to see 
it anymore. 

What the hell is this? 

The young man who just came back from studying abroad has become a fool? 

The first time I saw the man, I had to go back to the house, and I had to go back to the 
house. 

Zhuge Qing’s face turned blue and red, his teeth clenched his lips, and his body 
trembled involuntarily. 

Chen Dong, who was in a wheelchair, was also stunned and somewhat unprepared. 

He looked blankly at the imposing Zhuang Chu, and Qin Si’en, who was getting 
arrogant in his arms. 

Did these two really not bother to inquire about me at all? 

The ignorant and fearless frothing bastard who froze and ran to the Qin family to force 
Qin Xiao Qian into such a state? 

Chen Dong’s dumbfounded. 

In Zhuang Chu’s and Qin Si’en’s eyes, it was something else. 

This was clearly fear! 

The corners of Zhuang Chu’s mouth could not help but curl up into a smug smile. 

Qin Si’en, on the other hand, shouted with glee, “You know you’re afraid? Do you know 
what the Chen family means? The Chen family that is the top of the pyramid of all the 
gentry, my family, Zhuang Chu and his family, would be able to be on par with the Chen 
family!” 

“Chen Dong, I don’t care who you are, as long as my family Zhuang Chu is here, today 
this Chen family’s power, you have to hand it over even if you don’t!” 

“You are trying to oppress people with your power?” 

Chen Dong rubbed his nose, his gaze odd. 



“You are right, it is to oppress others with power!” 

Qin Si En shouted nonchalantly, “When you come out, you have to admit your mistakes 
and stand firm when you are beaten, my family Zhuang Chu is just more powerful than 
you, just to oppress you with power, what can you do to me?” 

Arrogant, domineering, arrogant …… 

At this moment, Qin Si’en had just reached the peak. 

The whole person was self-absorbed in a high glory posture. 

She was a mediocre member of the Qin family, even if her father’s generation, was only 
Qin in charge of a small, mediocre company of the Qin family that could not be more 
mediocre. 

But so what? 

She, Qin Si’en, had a good eye and had picked well! 

Who let her climb this high branch of Zhuang Chu? 

Now, if she didn’t use her power to oppress others, did she have to pontificate and 
reason? 

The words had just fallen. 

Zhuge Qing, who was standing behind Chen Dong, suddenly pretended to be worried 
and scornful and said to Chen Dong, “Brother Dong, the Zhuang family in Sunan, is 
really powerful, although our Zhuge family is now the richest, compared to the Zhuang 
family, it is all a bit different!” 

Hearing those words. 

Zhuang Chu and Qin Si En became even more reckless. 

And at this moment, neither of them noticed the strange looks around them. 

Qin Si’en instead turned her head to Qin Henian who was covering his face and said 
excitedly, “Uncle Henian, don’t worry, today the face has been torn anyway, he Chen 
Dong and Qin Xiao Qian have been so cruel to our Qin family, then today we will do one 
thing or another, my family Zhuang Chu will help restore our Qin family all together!” 

“Si En, do your parents spoil you so much that they don’t even talk to you about some of 
the Qin family’s affairs?” 



Qin Henian moved his palm away with difficulty, looking at the arrogant Qin Si’en with 
mixed feelings in his heart. 

“Say what? Isn’t our Qin family reduced to this day because of that brute who killed his 
father and this dead mother-in-law, and this dead cripple Chen Dong?” 

Qin Si’en blurted out without the slightest thought. 

Qin Henian let out a lamenting sigh, waved his hand, and took a few steps back again. 

His eyes fell on Qin Xiao Qian who was crouching on the ground in pain. 

After a moment’s hesitation, Qin Henian took a step and walked in front of Qin Xiao 
Qian, and under Qin Si’en’s disbelieving gaze, helped Qin Xiao Qian up. 

This scene. 

It made Qin Si’en a bit furious. 

But he did not wait to say anything. 

Zhuang Chu then said proudly, “Hear that? Zhuge Qing of the Zhuge Family has even 
said such words to you, do you still not have any points in your heart?” 

As he spoke. 

Zhuang Chu let go of Qin Si’en and slowly walked towards Chen Dong. 

With his hands in his pockets, he strolled idly. 

There was an untamed look between his eyebrows. 

It was as if he was a superior man on high, looking down on Chen Dong like a mole. 

He walked up to Chen Dong. 

Bending down, he let his gaze be level with Chen Dong. 

Then, slowly, he said, “There are some things that you are either born with, or you will 
never have in your life! Some people, too, are existences that you can’t afford to mess 
with even if you struggle for the rest of your life, you are indeed strong, but you 
shouldn’t mess with me, one should have self-awareness!” 

The words had barely left his mouth. 

Whoosh! 



In a slant, there was an abrupt whistle of strong wind. 

There was a snap! 

Zhuang Chu was like a broken pocket, and flew straight across the room, stumbling and 
falling to the ground, half of his face swollen up, with blood still on the corner of his 
mouth. 

This was a powerful slap. 

Everyone present was shocked. 

Zhuang Chu was even dizzy from the slap, and was about to roar in anger after sitting 
up with his face covered. 

However, Chen Dong casually waved his right hand and then calmly said to Zhuang 
Chu, “Call your father, if you don’t call this number, I will let you die here today.” 

The voice was calm, but the killing intent was awe-inspiring. 

The autumn morning was still warm and sunny. 

But as soon as Chen Dong spoke, the sky around him seemed to darken. 

The temperature seemed to have plummeted to the freezing point. 

No one had any doubt about Chen Dong’s words. 

“Let me die? Fine, then let’s see who dies today!” 

Zhuang Chu was so furious that his eyes turned red as he took out his mobile phone 
and dialed his father’s number directly. 

Zhuge Qing watched Zhuang Chu dial the phone and helplessly shook his head and 
murmured, “Your father will really regret not getting you on the wall in the first place.” 

Chapter 748 

The whole room was dead silent. 

Dao’s strange gaze fell on Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en. 

This scene was so absurd that no one had expected it. 

Looking at Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en at this moment, they felt even more like two 
clowns jumping on the bandwagon. 



Even if there was no shortage of Qin family members who really held a grudge against 
Chen Dong and wanted to revive the Qin family, it did not affect their perception of 
Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en at this time in any way. 

It is a good thing that Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en have never noticed. 

Qin Si’en even pointed at Chen Dong’s nose and screamed while Zhuang Chu was 
dialing the phone, “You’re finished! Beating up my Zhuang Chu, do you know that he is 
the first son of the Zhuang family? You’re completely finished!” 

What a fucking idiot! 

Chen Dong was filled with helplessness. 

He really did not expect that either Zhuang Chu or Qin Si’en would be completely 
unaware of his true identity. 

It was also because Qin Si’en, relying on Zhuang Chu’s identity, wanted to carry out a 
thoughtful restoration of the Qin family with the strength of the Zhuang family. 

What is more crucial is that Qin Xiao Qian has been holding back and retreating, 
scorning Zhuang Chu’s matter, but now it seems that there is always some suspicion of 
wasting. 

After all,…… Qin Xiaochen could have always thought that Zhuang Chu really 
represented the Zhuang family! 

Coldly, he said, “All disperse, it’s time to withdraw, when the family law is executed, you 
will all be allowed to come and watch, it’s also rare that a large group of you are 
gathered together so much.” 

The tone was calm, yet the last words were somewhat emotional. 

To be honest, Chen Dong had really never seen the Qin family gathered in such a 
unison before. 

It was probably only when Master Qin was not cold that such a gathering could have 
been made for his birthday, right? 

However, Qin Si’en had managed to do it! 

It was a good thing that this incident could also help Qin Xiao Qian to establish his 
authority once and for all! 

Otherwise, he could not guarantee that the same thing would not happen again. 



In a family that ate human blood, there were no more than a few beasts that drank 
blood and foxes that had grown old. 

They were far more dangerous than the ruthless Qin Si’en! 

As the words left their mouths, the Qin family members looked at each other and stared 
at each other. 

Qin Si’en, on the other hand, remained unaware and instead crossed his arms and 
shouted, “Don’t go, everyone, why should all of us in our Qin family be called upon and 
waved away by a foreigner? Don’t worry, with my family Zhuang Chu around, Chen 
Dong will definitely be defeated today!” 

However. 

The moment the words left his mouth. 

Qin Henian, however, waved his hand and said, “All disperse, I will call everyone over 
later.” 

As he spoke, Qin Henian’s expression was strange, only his face was obscure and 
despondent. 

Originally, he had planned to stand on the wall and not interfere in the whole thing. 

But now, Chen Dong was personally present. 

Today might be the day to see blood! 

As Qin Henian gave the order, the hesitant crowd finally retreated in all directions. 

And as they retreated, the crowd began to exchange pleasantries and murmur. 

It was hard to hear what was being said as all the voices came together in a dense tide. 

Qin Si’en’s face turned red with anger as she stared angrily at Qin Henian. 

How could Qin He Nian, who was the number one person in the Qin family, behave like 
this when she was so dedicated to the Qin family? 

Before she could question her, Zhuang Chu’s voice suddenly rang out. 

The call was answered! 

“Dad, you must give me the go-ahead this time!” 



“Si En and I went back to the Qin family, you know, I just came back and took Si En to 
meet you and Mom, I have to come to the Qin family to meet the Qin family, right?” 

“But Si En told me that the Qin family is now being taken by force by a bastard called 
Chen Dong using shameless and underhanded tactics, and since it’s Si En’s family’s 
business, so I’ll ……” 

A pouring of bitterness, but at this point, it came to an abrupt end. 

Zhuang Chu’s face paled: “Dad, why are you scolding me?” 

After a few seconds pause, he added, “I must be helping Si En, isn’t she your 
handpicked future daughter-in-law? But today at this family dinner, Chen Dong came 
too, and he beat me up, and he threatened to let me die here if I didn’t call you today.” 

The tone of voice changed. 

It made Qin Si En look dumbfounded for a moment. 

The next second. 

Zhuang Chu’s expression became abruptly frightened and his jaw dropped. 

Zap! 

The mobile phone, which was pressed to his ear, quietly slipped from his hand and fell 
to the ground. 

At this moment, Zhuang Chu’s entire body was frozen like a wooden chicken, and his 
face gradually turned white. 

“Chuang Chu, what’s going on? Your father must be very angry, right? He must have 
helped my family, right?” 

Although Qin Si En noticed Zhuang Chu’s strange appearance, she still asked with 
anticipation. 

However. 

Zhuang Chu was motionless, his lips mouthing, “My dad told me to break up with you 
immediately, and then …… he’s coming over right now.” 

Boom! 

Qin Si En’s delicate body trembled, and her entire body fell into a state of disorientation. 



She looked at Zhuang Chu incredulously, her delicate body seemed like sieve chaff as 
she trembled more and more. 

“You, what did you say?” 

Zhuang Chu’s tiger body shook as he slowly turned his head to look at Qin Si’en, again 
somewhat as if he was dreaming, “My father told me to break up with you, and he’s 
coming over right now.” 

“Ah! Chuang Chu, what gives you the right to be like this? You bastard, you bastard 
……” 

Qin Si En steeply whistled harshly in a shrill voice, and as if she had gone mad, her 
entire body pounced on Zhuang Chu, tearing and beating him. 

However. 

Zhuang Chu, however, came to his senses abruptly as he pushed Qin Si’en away with 
one hand. 

Turning to look at Chen Dong in horror, “You, who the hell are you?” 

“You are not worthy for me to tell you!” 

Chen Dong was full of disdain and shook his head, “I have already given your father 
face, when your father comes, he will tell you.” 

After saying that, Chen Dong gestured for Zhuge Qing to spill his hands. 

Then he pushed the wheelchair by himself and reached Qin Xiao Qian’s front, raised his 
hand and gently landed on Qin Xiao Qian’s stomach. 

He said heartily, “You’ve been holding back in vain for a while now, that kick just now, 
I’ll give you an explanation later on!” 

Qin Xiao Qian also looked a little embarrassed: “Actually, I always thought he was really 
here on behalf of the Zhuang family ……” 

“It’s fine, it doesn’t matter.” 

Chen Dong shook his head, then looked askance at Qin Henian: “After your father is 
gone, you are considered the first person in the Qin family, now Zhuge Qing, Xiao Qian 
and I are going to rest, these two people, I will leave them to you to dispose of, I hope 
you can do it well.” 



Being stared at by Chen Dong, Qin Henian’s goose bumps immediately rose up all over 
his body. 

He hastily bowed his head and replied with trepidation, “Yes, yes Mr. Chen.” 

“I like this attitude of yours!” 

Chen Dong smiled faintly, then he said to Zhuge Qing, “Let’s go, go into the family’s 
main residence to rest, the special plane will also take some time, here Qin Henian will 
take care of it.” 

Zhuge Qing stepped forward and pushed the wheelchair, with Qin Xiaochen following 
close by. 

As the three walked into the family head’s mansion and closed the door. 

Outside again, Qin Si’en’s mournful and unmistakable screams came from outside. 

And at the same time. 

Sunan. 

Zhuang family. 

“Damn it, damn it! That Qin Si’en is truly the death knell of my Zhuang family, she 
actually foxed the tiger and used Zhuang Chu and our Zhuang family’s prestige to 
cause trouble in the Qin family!” 

Zhuang Chenghai roared in anger, the flesh on his face trembling terribly, “Zhuang Chu, 
this fool, has just returned, he doesn’t even know the situation, so why did he have to 
give in to Qin Si’en’s will? Such foolishness, I should have got him against the wall in 
the first place!” 

The beautiful woman at the side looked ugly, but she did not dare to get angry. 

She only inquired in a deep voice, “Do you really want to go there immediately?” 

Zhuang Chenghai gritted his teeth and said, “Chen Dong has already given me enough 
face, at least let Zhuang Chu call me and let me go over to collect the person, if it was 
anyone else, perhaps it would be a notice to go over and collect the corpse!” 
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The beautiful woman’s face paled. 



Suspiciously, she said, “It’s not as serious as you say, is it?” 

“A woman’s opinion!” 

Zhuang Chenghai hurriedly changed his clothes and said with a face full of anxiety and 
fear, “Do you know what that bastard Zhuang Chu has done at the Qin family?” 

The beautiful woman looked confused. 

“You are clear about the Qin family’s affair with Chen Dong, right?” 

The beauty woman’s eyes lit up and she nodded her head. 

When the Qin family’s edifice had tumbled, it had caused quite a storm in the circle of 
the gentry. 

The ordinary gentry might not have heard of it, but the Zhuang family was the richest in 
Southern Jiangsu, and this matter was clear to them at the time. 

“Nowadays, although the Qin family still exists, in the end, it is controlled by Chen Dong 
and the man who killed his father in the Qin family.” 

Zhuang Chenghai quickly explained, “Zhuang Chu ran to the Qin family and was lent 
the wind by Qin Si’en to restore the Qin family and help the Qin family regain control, 
this was no longer provoking Chen Dong, but directly waving a knife around Chen 
Dong’s neck and wanting Chen Dong’s life!” 

Bang! 

Speaking of this, Zhuang Chenghai even slapped his hand on the table in anger, 
scaring the beautiful woman out of her wits. 

Zhuang Chenghai gritted his teeth and said, “Zhuang Chu, this bastard, I let him study 
abroad since he was young, because I wanted him to receive higher education, but how 
come he has learned to be a retard? Do you really think that my Zhuang family can be 
compared to Chen Dong?” 

At this moment, even the beautiful woman’s face became extremely ugly. 

The fear in her eyes could not be concealed. 

She was not stupid, and Zhuang Chenghai’s explanation had made her understand the 
seriousness of the matter. 

If it was just an ordinary provocation, with the strength of the Zhuang family, the richest 
man in Southern Jiangsu, it could still be easily resolved. 



But now, her son was running to Chen Dong’s turf to flaunt his power, trying to bring 
down Chen Dong. 

The giants of the gentry, face is extremely important. 

By doing so, Zhuang Chu was not only slapping Chen Dong’s face, but also wanting 
Chen Dong’s life! 

For Chen Dong to be able to get Zhuang Chu to call back was really already a kindness. 

If it were the Zhuang family, even a beautiful woman with a woman’s heart would never 
be able to be as generous as Chen Dong. 

“Go, go to Xishu and bring Chu’er back immediately!” 

The beautiful woman who had regained her senses immediately became anxious. 

If Chen Dong’s thunderous anger were to explode, even the Zhuang family, even if 
Zhuang Chu was their firstborn son, would have no chance of survival. 

It was true that the Zhuang family was the richest in Southern Jiangsu, but compared to 
the Chen family, which overlooked the masses, the gap was enormous! 

Ten minutes later. 

The first thing that happened was that Zhuang Chenghai left the residence in a hurry 
and went to the airport to take a special plane, heading straight to Xishu. 

…… 

The Qin family residence. 

With the appearance of Chen Dong, the bullying crossed the field. 

A joyous family banquet was reduced to a mere blink of an eye. 

In front of the gate of the high hall, there were still firecracker confetti scattered about, 
and the air even had a faint smell of gunpowder left in it. 

The entire Qin family, however, seemed to have been frozen in an instant, and it was 
cold to the extreme. 

Inside the courtyard of the family’s main residence. 

Chen Dong sat in his wheelchair, sipping his tea. 



On the side, Zhuge Qing and Qin Xiao Qian both looked a little strange. 

Who would have thought that the expected stormy times for the Qin family had not 
appeared, but merely a farce between Qin Si’en and Zhuang Chu. 

It was as if one moment there were dark clouds overhead, and the next moment a big 
hand suddenly turned it into a clear sky. 

The shift back and forth caused everyone to be a bit overwhelmed. 

Zhuge Qing slowly spoke, “Mr. Chen, why don’t I go and keep an eye on Zhuang Chu, 
Qin Henian, I’m not at ease.” 

Without the slightest winding, he opened up directly. 

This was because Zhuge Qing was clear that what they, the Zhuge family, could 
perceive. 

It was impossible to hide it from Chen Dong, much less from Qin Xiao Qian, who had 
been frightened and aggrieved by ruling the Qin family for the past few days. 

Qin Si’en and Zhuang Chu had made such a fierce fuss in the Qin family, and not a 
single person from the whole family had stopped and advised, or even accompanied 
and agreed with them. 

What is this? 

This is simply an attempt to use a knife to kill someone! 

This is a clown show that Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en are putting on, deliberately 
targeting Qin Xiao Qian and making bad intentions. 

Anyone with a kind heart could have easily brought this farce to a quick end, simply by 
pointing out that Chen Dong was the heir of the Chen family and the gap between the 
Chen and Zhuang families. 

By contrast, no one spoke out! 

Not even Qin Henian, who was acquiescing to this farce between Zhuang Chu and Qin 
Si’en. 

Such a family made Zhuge Qing’s head spin. 

He was a member of the Zhuge family, and his family was far better than the Qin family. 



Now that the matter had been settled by Chen Dong, the next step was to deal with 
Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en, but Zhuge Qing was not sure about Qin Henian, who was 
not pure-minded and might do something. 

“No need, the dust has settled on this matter, he still doesn’t dare to act recklessly.” 

Chen Dong put down his teacup and said with a proud expression, “Qin Henian is also 
an old fox, he would not be stupid enough to touch my brow at such a time, otherwise 
he would also go to the Yellow Spring to accompany his father, such an outcome, he 
knows it well in his heart.” 

Rubbing his nose, Chen Dong said in a cold voice, “Before, he pretended to be deaf 
and dumb and did not interfere with this matter at all, and he could still shrug it off with a 
sentence that he did not know, now if he is not honest, there will be no explanation.” 

“Good.” 

Zhuge Qing nodded and said with some doubt, “Just let Zhuang Chu go so easily?” 

“Hm.” 

Chen Dong responded. 

Zhuge Qing and Qin Xiao Qian were puzzled at the same time. 

Although Zhuang Chu was unaware of this, he had indeed stepped into the Qin family 
and stepped on Chen Dong’s forbidden territory. 

Chen Dong just let it go so easily? 

Sensing the puzzled gazes of the two, Chen Dong smiled, “This time, the purpose is not 
to dispose of Zhuang Chu, nor Qin Si’en, but to knock the mountain and shake the tiger, 
to make an example of the monkey!” 

“Qin Ye is still a vegetable, Xiao Qian alone can hardly crush the Qin family, this once-
in-a-lifetime opportunity sent to the door, although not once and for all, but it is enough 
to deter these beasts in human skin of the magnificent Qin family.” 

The temperature in the entire living room seemed to plummet to freezing when the last 
part of the sentence was spoken. 

Zhuge Qing and Qin Xiao Qian could even clearly catch the endlessly cold and terrifying 
killing intent in Chen Dong’s eyes! 

The two of them glanced at each other. 



Finally, they came to a clear understanding. 

Zhuang Chu might be able to leave unharmed. 

But today, the Qin family was bound to shed a bloodbath! 

With this blood, it would be shed into the hearts of Qin Henian and every member of the 
Qin family, forming a shackle that would temporarily contain the wickedness that might 
burst out of them at any moment. 

“Xiao Qian, go and draw up a list.” 

Chen Dong suddenly looked at Qin Xiao Qian: “List all those who have followed Qin Si 
En and Zhuang Chu in the past few days, and execute the family law together later, so 
that all Qin family members can see what is the majesty of the family head!” 

The cold and stern tone of his voice. 

Qin Xiao Qian’s pretty face changed, and a wave of fear rose from the depths of her 
heart. 

Her lips mumbled, “Brother Dong, what family law will be used to enforce it?” 

“Kill!” 

Chen Dong calmly spat out one word. 

It was like a cold wind blowing out from the depths of the Nine Underworlds. 

It made Zhuge Qing and Qin Xiao Qian both tremble with fear and tremble. 

This is not an ordinary list? 

This was clearly a …… death list! 

Chapter 750 

Inside the room. 

The miserable cries of Qin Si’en echoed. 

Tears were raining down, blurring her make-up. 

This made Qin Si’en look, extremely wretched, and no longer had the arrogance she 
had just now. 



The drastic change in her situation was like a heavy punch that blasted Qin Si’en’s 
entire being. 

In fact, it was not only her who was blown away by a heavy punch. 

Even Zhuang Chu, too, was in the same boat. 

At this moment, Zhuang Chu sat dumbfounded in his chair, his face somewhat white 
and his eyes hollow. 

On the phone, his father’s angry rebuke seemed to echo in his ears as if the aftershocks 
were still there. 

He couldn’t understand why a single phone call would cause things to suddenly change 
to this point. 

Who was that Chen Dong ……? 

He was not sure, because he had studied and been educated in various frontiers since 
he was a child. 

The wealth of his family and the favor of his parents had given him the possibility to be 
able to study to a great extent. 

He had never had a vague perception of what was going on within his own frontier. 

Yet, he did not expect to be taught such a profound lesson just a few days after this 
return. 

He was not stupid, to be able to make his father lash out and instantly make the 
decision to break up with him, Chen Dong must be an existence that his father scorned. 

But …… who exactly was it? 

“Zhuang Chu, we, we ……” 

Qin Si’en’s delicate body trembled, her face was full of desolation, and she looked at 
Zhuang Chu with pity, her trembling sobbing voice kept her words from coming out in 
full, or rather, she deliberately paused. 

Zhuang Chu was the only thing she had to fall back on! 

It was the only thing she had to rely on to stand out from the mediocre people of the Qin 
family and soar to the top. 



Ever since she was a child, she and her parents had been subjected to mediocrity in the 
Qin family, which was an extremely depressing life in the Qin family that ate buns of 
human blood. 

One should know that even Qin Ye and Qin Xiao Qian, who had a stronger bloodline, 
had encountered hell in the Qin family. 

It was when she met Zhuang Chu that she saw the chance to leap onto a branch and 
become a phoenix. 

The depressing and mediocre life in the Qin family also contributed to the drastic 
change in her state of mind after she and Zhuang Chu established their relationship. 

Without Zhuang Chu, Qin Si’en would undoubtedly have fallen into hell in an instant. 

A phoenix that has lost its feathers is no better than a chicken, no more than her 
immediate situation. 

“Break up!” 

Unwillingness surfaced in Zhuang Chu’s eyes, but the words, however, were so firm 
that there was not an ounce of room for manoeuvre. 

He was not stupid, a phone call, even if he did not know the truth. 

But he still sensed the end from his father’s tone of voice. 

This time …… had really kicked the steel plate! 

No, it was breaking into a monstrous disaster. 

Otherwise his father, who never said anything serious to him, would never have been so 
thunderously angry. 

“Zhuang Chu ……” 

Qin Si’en was instantly pitiful to the extreme, swaying her delicate body and walking 
vainly on her feet in front of Zhuang Chu. 

Suddenly, her body went soft and she directly collapsed into Zhuang Chu’s arms. 

However. 

However, Zhuang Chu’s expression changed drastically, as if he was electrocuted, he 
raised his hand and pushed Qin Si’en out. 



This push was very hard. 

It directly pushed Qin Si’en to stagger back a few steps and directly fell to the ground. 

In an instant. 

Qin Si’en was completely dumbfounded. 

She did not expect Zhuang Chu to be so desperate. 

Staring at Zhuang Chu’s papaya mud, she could no longer detect the look she had 
before, at this moment, Zhuang Chu was looking at her as if he was looking at a 
monster. 

“Zhuang Chu …… how can you be so desperate? I am now a monster in your eyes, is a 
flood of beasts?” 

It was like a heart-breaking cry questioning. 

Zhuang Chu’s expression instantly became complicated and tangled. 

He raised his hand and scratched his hair fiercely, lowering his head and no longer 
looking at Qin Si’en. 

Instead, he said irritably, “Don’t bother me, you have no idea how serious things are 
now!” 

“I don’t bother you? Yes, you’ve broken up with me, I really shouldn’t bother you.” 

I was ready to spend the rest of my life with you, and I even thought of the name of our 
future child, and you said, “I don’t know how serious it is. …… this is more serious, 
right?” 

The words of desperation and despair were like sharp knives and thorns that cut 
viciously into Zhuang Chu’s heart. 

He looked complicated and tangled to the extreme. 

On the one hand was Qin Si’en, who he could not let go of, and on the other was his 
father, who was furious with thunder. 

How could he choose? 

With a slight lift of his head, Zhuang Chu looked across at Qin Si’en who looked 
desolate and desperate as if he had lost his soul. 



Suddenly, his heart fluttered fiercely. 

After taking a deep breath, Zhuang Chu said with a firm gaze, holding on to his luck, 
“It’s okay, Si En, when my father comes, there will definitely be another chance, I will 
beg him, he loves me so much, he will definitely agree to be with you.” 

At these words. 

Qin Si’en’s teary eyes suddenly had a hint of joy in them. 

Only this trace of joy flickered away. 

She was indeed a mediocre member of the Qin family. 

However, because of her parents’ relationship, she had at least gotten involved in the 
local entertainment industry in Xishu. 

In a place where the entertainment industry was mixed with fish and dragons, her mind 
had long surpassed that of her peers, and she knew even better how to better hold a 
man’s heart. 

As long as she held Zhuang Chu, as long as Zhuang Chu didn’t give up on her. 

Then she would definitely be fine! 

Even if she was expelled from the Qin family, but in the future she would still be the 
young lady of the Zhuang family, such glory, compared to the status in the Qin family, 
the Qin family’s status is even less muddy rubbish. 

The next second. 

Qin Si’en spread her hands, aggrieved to the extreme, and said in a delicate voice, 
“Then can you …… hug me?” 

“Yes!” 

Zhuang Chu was still holding on to his luck, as long as there was still a slight chance, he 
would never give up Qin Si’en. 

Father arrived, with his father present, with his father’s affection for him, it was not 
without a glimmer of possibility. 

Just as the two were embracing and warming up in the room. 

Outside the house. 



Qin Henian, who had never left, sniggered and shook his head. 

He took a step to the gazebo in the middle of the quite far, and after taking a seat, he 
looked towards the room where Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en were being held, his eyes 
filled with coldness. 

“Even now you are still holding on to a sliver of luck, when Zhuang Chenghai arrives, I 
don’t know if you will be able to withstand the consequences of heaven and earth 
turning pale.” 

In his opinion, Zhuang Chenghai himself came over, this matter, there is no longer the 
slightest change, the end is already decided. 

Qin Henian no longer looked at the closed door of the room, but looked at the courtyard 
door with a grave expression and a profound gaze. 

Gradually, a hint of fear and apprehension appeared on his face. 

The reason why he had never left after imprisoning Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en, but had 
instead been stationed here like a boy. 

It was to make a show of seeking Chen Dong’s openness to him. 

One had to bow down under the eaves of the house. 

Even if he, Qin Henian, had to work hard to remove himself from this farce. 

No one in the family dissuaded Zhuang Chu and Qin Si’en, and with Chen Dong in 
mind, he could definitely guess why. 

If they behaved honestly now, they would have to bear Chen Dong’s wrath a little less 
later on. 

Just at this moment. 

A servant hurriedly ran into the courtyard. 

“Report! Zhuang Chenghai, the richest man in Southern Jiangsu, has arrived!” 

This clamour. 

It caused Qin Henian’s body to shake violently, and his face abruptly gripped to the 
core. 

Heartbeat, even unconsciously, began to accelerate …… 



 


